
 

Year 11 Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 

    

Themes  

Theme 2: Local, 
national & 
international & 
global areas of 
interest & 
environment 

Theme 2:  
international & 
global areas of 
interest 

Theme 3: Current 
& future study & 
employment 

 

Speaking Exam 
Preparation & 
revision 

Revision & Exams  

Grammar 

Grammar: 

-Using pouvoir + 
infinitive 
accurately 
-Using the 
imperative to give 
instructions 

-Plural partitive 
article and de after 
negative 
-using the pronoun 
‘y’ accurately when 
it replaces there 
-using a range of 
negatives correctly 
-Revision of the 
real future tense 
-Consolidating use 
of present , perfect 
& future tenses 
 
 
 

Grammar: 

-Accurate use of 3 
tenses – past 
present/ future 
- Using the 
conditional  
-Using reflexive 
verbs & negatives 
in the perfect 
tense 

-Using en + present 
participle 

- Using si + imperfect 
+ conditional & 
avant de + the 
infinitive 
- Using 
demonstrative 
adjectives and 
pronouns 

 
 
 

Grammar: 

-Using the definite 
article le/la/les 

-Using the 
pronouns il and elle 
accurately in 
reported speech 
- Present tense: 
the third person 
plural 
-Irregular verbs 
-Using  il faut and il 
est interdit de 

-Using the 
imperative 
accurately 

-Revisiting the 
present and future 
tenses 

-Using tu and vous 
in informal/formal 
exchanges 

   



 

 

 

-  

- Talking about 
preferences using 
the conditional 

- Understanding 
the subjunctive 

 

 
 

Topics/Lexicon 

Local area: 
1.Talking  about where 
you live, weather and 
transport 
2. Describing a town 
and asking the way- 
understanding 
directions 

3. Describing a 
region  

4. Talk about your 
town, village or 
district  
5. Discussing what to 
see and do 
6. Discussing 
plans and weather 
Discussing 
environmental 
issues- global 
warming 

Holidays & travel: 
1.Talking about what 
you normally do on 
holiday 
2. Talking about 
holidays 3. Talking 
about an ideal 
holiday  
3. Booking and 
reviewing hotels 

4. Ordering in a 
restaurant  
5. Talk about 
travelling using  
6. Buying souvenirs  
7. Talking about 
holiday disasters 

 

School & Jobs & 
future plans: 

1.Revising school 
subjects,talking 
about your 
timetable& likes 
and dislikes. 
2. To talk about 
your school 
3. Discussing school 
rules  

4.Discussing 
healthy living 9. 
5.Discussing vices  

6. Talking about a 
school exchange  

7. Discussing jobs 
and work  

8. Discussing career 
choices saying 
‘better/worse’ and 
‘the best/worst 
thing’ 

   



 

 7. Describing 
community 
projects& Fairtrade 
 

9. Talking about 
plans, hopes and 
wishes   

 

 

 
Cultural capital 
 

 
 

Regions of France 
& French regional 
traditions 

Holidays in French 
speaking 

countries- customs 
& traditions 

 

Evaluating 
cultural 

differences 
between French 
& English 
schools. 

 

 

 
 

  
 
 

Gatsby 4 Considering 
environmental 
issues & solutions 
Issues of Fairtrade 
Community 
projects 

 Linking current 

study to higher 
education & 

future 
employment. 

 

   

 


